LEVEL

Benchmark Passage Quick Check

Name
1. What is the boy growing?

A strawberries
B flowers
C green beans

G
C

Fruit From My Garden

Date
5. What is a garden?

A a place to grow plants
B a place to buy fruit
C a place to pick out a bag

2. How does the boy know if the
fruit is ready to pick?

A He smells it.
B He feels it.
C He tastes it.
3. Why does the boy carry a bag?

A to hold his tools
B to hold the seeds
C to hold the fruit
4. What word tells the reader
that the boy likes the way
strawberries taste?

A pretty
B gently
C yummy

Instructions: Sit next to the student and read the first question as you run your finger under the words. Ask the
student to wait to answer until you have read all the choices. Repeat them if necessary. Have the student choose
the best answer. Repeat with the remaining questions.
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LEVEL

Benchmark Passage Quick Check Answer Sheet

G
C

Fruit From My Garden

1. What is the boy growing?

A strawberries

Main Idea and Details

2. How does the boy know if the fruit is ready to pick?

B He feels it.

Cause and Effect

3. Why does the boy carry a bag?

C to hold the fruit

Make Inferences / Draw Conclusions

4. What word tells the reader that the boy likes the way strawberries taste?

C yummy

Make Inferences / Draw Conclusions

5. What is a garden?

A a place to grow plants

Vocabulary

Instructions: Sit next to the student and read the first question as you run your finger under the words. Ask the
student to wait to answer until you have read all the choices. Repeat them if necessary. Have the student choose
the best answer. Repeat with the remaining questions.
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